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Vention CONBF USB 3.0 Cable 1m Black PVC
The  Vention  CONBF  cable  is  a  combination  of  practicality  and  modernity.  It  stands  out  with  high-quality  workmanship  and  versatility,
becoming an indispensable element in the home or office of any user of electronic equipment.
 
High-Speed Transmission
In the digital revolution era, the key feature of any cable is the speed of data transmission. The CONBF model from Vention ensures a
throughput of up to 5 Gbps. This allows users to transfer large files in an instant, stream movies, or conduct advanced operations online
without worrying about delays or transmission interruptions.
 
Universality in Use
Compatibility is an inseparable element of modern technological solutions. The Vention CONBF cable cooperates perfectly with various
devices — from laptops and desktops to televisions and cameras. An additional advantage is the ability to connect to TV boxes, which
will surely be appreciated by home entertainment enthusiasts.
 
Solidity and Durability
When choosing a cable, it's worth paying attention to the material it's made from. The CONBF model is made from PVC, a material known
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for  its  resistance  to  mechanical  damage.  The  1m  long  cable  is  not  only  durable  but  also  flexible,  facilitating  its  use  under  various
conditions. Additionally, the cable can transmit a current of 2 A, ensuring fast charging of devices.
 
 
ManufacturerVention
ModelCONBF
Length1 m
MaterialPVC
Data Transmission5 Gbps
Current2 A
Compatibilitylaptops, computers, televisions, cameras, TV boxes, etc.

Price:

Before: € 3.0996

Now: € 2.60

IT Accessories, Cables, USB
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